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A top doc recommends Tai Chi for pain relief
July 21, 2012
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Dr. Daniel Richman is a board-certified anesthesiologist who has specialized in pain management

since 1991. Some of the honors he has received include “One of the Top Doctors in Pain Management

in New York area” by How to Find the Best Doctors: Castle Connolly Guide, New York Area, 5th

Edition and "Best Doctors in New York," New York Magazine, 2009, 2010 and 2011. Dr. Richman is also

a Clinical Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology at the prestigious Weill Cornell Medical College. It is

said that a head of a foreign country came to him for pain consultation. But with all his training in the

most advanced technology in medicine, he is recommending people including his patients to take the

ancient Chinese martial art/ healing art Tai Chi for pain relief.
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So why does he do that? Because Dr. Richman is a man of integrity, and he always wants the best for

his patients. And also because that he suffered from severe pain before and Tai Chi eased the pain for

him.

Dr. Richman is extremely fit and very athletic. He enjoys wind surfing and skiing among other sports.

These strenuous sports can cause injuries. Wind surfing brought excruciating pain to Dr. Richman. As a

pain specialist, Dan knows that western medicine is highly effective to bring down the pain. But without

a proper maintenance program, pain can flare up again.

At recommendations of a friend and his brother, he started his Tai Chi journey with Grandmaster Ren

Guangyi in 2004. According to Dr. Richman, he had never studied martial arts before. But health

matters. He is very diligent and gets up daily at 5:15 am for Tai Chi. He meets Ren early in the morning

for a 90-minute private lesson once a week. He also practices 90 minutes to 2 hours on the other

days. In two months, his pain dramatically subsided and was almost gone.

He finds that additionally Tai Chi gives him energy and brings him sense of balance. In my recent

interview with him, Dan also admitted that Tai Chi is fun to practice. It is remarkable that in eight years

he has learned Chen Style Tai Chi Forms 19, 21, 38, Old Frame Routine One, Old Frame Routine Two,

New Frame Routine One and New Frame Routine Two. In 2009, he joined Grandmaster Ren to go to

China and even visited Ren’s hometown in the Shangdong province. He also appreciated the

opportunity to study directly from Ren’s teacher, Grandmaster Chen Xiaowang.

Dr. Richman said that Tai Chi is a great exercise for cross-training and it helps him with skiing too. To
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SUGGESTED LINKS

� Is Chen Tai Chi bad for the knees?

� Thank you Kung Fu Tai Chi Magazine for your vision and generosity

� Chen Style New Frame Routine One and Two now in English

� Let’s fulfill Professor Jiang’s dream: putting Wushu at the Olympics!!!

� Alternative Medicine showcased in the 8th Annual Asian Heritage Celebration

him, Tai Chi is the sport for life.

Subscribe to this column to get reviews, recaps, and latest news regarding Tai Chi, Qigong, health and

martial arts sent directly to your inbox. If you enjoyed this article please click the social media links

above and to the left to share it with your friends. You can also subscribe to my page on Facebook

here. You can also follow me on Twitter.
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